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Accolade improves member
messaging experience after migrating
messaging to Sendbird
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Time to migration

215%

“Getting in-app messaging right is key for us to
provide better engagement and personalized
care. With Sendbird's developer-friendly chat API
and SDKs, we were quickly able to build a
responsive and reliable messaging experience
that our users love.”
-Hiren Bhavsar, Director of Product Management, Accolade

Increase in daily sent
message count per user

Background

1.3x
Dailymessage count

Recognized by Forbes as one of the 25 most promising U.S. companies, Accolade offers innovative, personalized health and benefits
solutions to employers and employees and their dependents. Providing
a single point of entry to healthcare, Accolade uses a blend of com-

2.6x
Increase in number of
people messaging

passionate advisors, clinical expertise and intelligent technologies to
help members understand their benefits and use them efficiently.
Accolade Health Assistants and Nurses provide personalized support
and coordinate with providers to improve the member healthcare
experience at all stages of health.
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Challenge
Recognizing the value of messaging as a convenient way for
members to communicate with Accolade Health Assistants and
Nurses, the company adopted a third-party messaging solution in
its mobile app. Accolade Mobile’s messaging feature aspired to
maximize engagement, shaping the healthcare experience to be
more efficient, compassionate, and accessible.
Unfortunately, Accolade's original messaging solution did not offer
the level of scalability and reliability the company required. Since
messaging was an essential channel of communication for its
business model, Accolade sought an in-app messaging service to
meet its high product standards and projected growth.
Migrating a messaging solution, however, is an inconvenient and
tedious process. Immediately upgrading Accolade Mobile with an
active user base would require significant down-time.
Accolade needed an in-app messaging service that could migrate
all of its historical messaging data without down-time or data loss
while members actively used the new messaging service. It needed
to be reliable, low-latency, and secure enough to support HIPAA
regulations.

Solution
Accolade chose Sendbird’s technology to power its in-app
messaging to meet all of its needs, from high-performance and
reliability to security and HIPAA -compliance, so it can deliver a
human Health Assistant to every pocket.
Sendbird directly supported Accolade’s secure migration from its
old messaging solution, including hundreds of thousands of
conversations and users and millions of messages. Accolade
worked directly with Sendbird’s Solution Engineering and Customer
Success teams to ensure a seamless transition to its new messaging
solution without any down-time or data loss.
Since security is paramount to healthcare companies, Sendbird
facilitated the entire migration using secure file transfer protocol
(SFTP), deployed a dedicated instance for Accolade’s messaging
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traffic, and implemented single sign-on (SSO) with SAML. As partners
protecting electronic protected health information, Accolade and
Sendbird together signed a Business Associate Agreement (BAA),
mutually committing to the stringent security required by HIPAA.
Using Sendbird’s proprietary infrastructure, Accolade experiences
less latency for user messages and webhooks, which allows Accolade
to build analytics on messaging events. Accolade was able to
seamlessly build conversations into both its mobile application, using
Sendbird’s iOS and Android SDKs, and the Health Assistant’s view,
using the JavaScript SDK.

Results
Leveraging Senbbird’s deep experience with messaging platforms,
Accolade migrated its messaging within a month. From messages
and channel creation to webhooks, Accolade experiences high
performance, allowing it to focus on building great experiences.
Ultimately, with SendBird’s HIPAA-compliant messaging, dedicated
instances, and SFTP-enabled migration, Accolade feels confident
with SendBird, allowing it to securely communicate with and deliver
the best healthcare experience.

Digitizing human interactions
Sendbird is focused on bringing the freedom, accessibility, and value
that digitizing human interactions can offer to all people. Learn how
you can build deeper connections between your users through our
fully customizable, quick-to-implement, and scalable chat, voice, and
video platform—at sendbird.com
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